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1. INTR~DUC~~~N 
In this paper we will present existence results for kth order systems of 
boundary value problems of the form 
Y ‘k’=f(t, y, y’, . ..) y’k-“), o<t<1 
YE& 
(1.1) 
where B is a set of linear homogeneous boundary conditions to be 
given later. Most of the available literature to date on this subject, see, 
for example, [ 1, 5-9, 131, consider ( 1.1) when our nonlinear term 
f: [0, 11 x Rk" + R" is continuous (nonsingular case), although it should be 
remarked here that in [ 10, 11,201 very specific singular problems (i.e., 
when f is singular at t = 0 and/or t = 1) were discussed. Our main interest 
in this paper is to examine general problems of the form (l.l), where our 
nonlinear term f may be singular at t = 0 and/or f = I; this analysis then 
leads naturally to a discussion of nonsingular problems and as a conse- 
quence the results of this paper improve, compliment, and extend those 
papers mentioned above. Our topological arguments are based on a Non- 
linear Alternative, described below, of A. Granas and this will reduce our 
analysis to obtaining a priori bounds independent of 2 for solutions (and 
their first (k - 1) derivatives) to 
Y (k’=Af(t, y, y’, . ..) yCk-“), O<Z<l 
(1.2) 
YEB 
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with 0 < 2 < 1. To obtain these bounds we will use Wirtinger type 
inequalities and Minkowski’s and Holder’s integral inequalities. Before we 
discuss these in more detail we introduce the following notation. Let R” 
denote Euclidean n space and 1.1 denotes the Euclidean norm. 
Cm[O, l] = Cm( [0, 11, R") is the Banach space of functions u such that u(“‘) 
is continuous in [0, l] with norm 
lul,=max{ lulo, 140, . . . . bWO), where (ul,=max{Iu(t)l:O~t61}. 
Also let 
Cyj[O, l] = {UEP[O, 11: u satisfies boundary condition B}. 
For p> 1, LPIO, l] is the Banach space of functions u such that It.4 p is 
Lebesgue integrable on [0, l] with norm llullP = {lh u( t)l p dt}“P. In addi- 
tion for p = 2 we write Ilull = IIuljz. Finally Wk,PIO, l] is the Sobolev space 
of functions u with u(~-‘) absolutely continuous and @‘EL~[O, 11. 
A function g: [0, l] x Rk" + R" is an LP-Caratheodory function (or a 
Caratheodory function) if 
(i) the map z + g(t, z) is continuous for almost all t in [0, l] 
(ii) the map t + g(t) is measurable for all z in Rk" 
(iii) for each r > 0 there exists h, E LP[O, l] such that IzI < r implies 
Ig(t, z)l d h,(t) for almost all t E [0, 11. 
If f is continuous, by a solution to (1.1) we mean a classical solution y 
with a continuous kth derivative, while if f is a Caratheodory function, a 
solution will mean a function y which has an absolutely continuous 
(k - 1)st derivative such that y satisfies the differential equation almost 
everywhere in [0, 11. Iffis LP-Caratheodory then any solution to (1.1) will 
automatically have its kth derivative in Lp and hence is an element of 
IIJ’~‘~[O, 11. We now state the following Nonlinear Alternative which 
follows immediately from the Topological Transversality Theorem of 
A. Granas, see [23] for details. 
NONLINEAR ALTERNATIVE, Assume that U is a relatively open subset of 
a convex set K in a Banach space E. Let N: D -+ K be a compact map and 
assume 0 E U. Then either 
(i) N has fixed point in 0 
or 
(ii) there is a point u E 8U and 2 E (0, 1) such that u = GNU. 
Now replacing the differential equation problem (1.2) with an equivalent 
Volterra integral equation and applying the Nonlinear Alternative we 
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obtain immediately the following theorem (this is a restatement of [S, 
Corollary 2.31): 
THEOREM 1.1. Assume 0 < i. < 1, f: [0, 1 ] x Rh” --t R” is continuous or a 
Caratheodory,function and L: C”,[O, l] is one-to-one, where the d$terential 
operator LJJ = .I,‘~’ and the boundary condition B ure as above. Suppose there 
is a constant M such that Is11 k , < M ,for each solution y to ( 1.2) ,for euch 
2 E (0, 1). Then (1.1) has at least one solution. If f is continuous the solution 
is in Ck[O, 1 ] while if ,f is un Lp-CuratheodorJ, function the .solution is in 
Wk,PIO, 11. 
Finally in this section we would like to gather together some of the 
inequalities we will use in the forthcoming sections. 
LEMMA 1.2. (a) Suppose u E C’[a, b] with u(a) = 0. Then 
(b) (Wirtinger’s Inequality). Suppose u E C’[a, h] with u(a) = 
u(h) = 0. Then 
,~*&-)* 7 IId *. 
(c) Suppose u E C’[O, l] with u(0) = u( 1) = 0. Then 
,ul&J^, Id(s)1 ds+ll 
(d) Suppose u E C’ [0, 1 ] with u(0) = 0. Then 
IUI,,<~-; Id(s)I ds6 II4l. 
Proof: For a proof of (a) and (b) see [21] or [22]. Parts (c) and (d) 
are obvious. 1 
COROLLARY 1.3. (a) Suppose u E C’ [0, 1 ] with u(i) = 0. Then 
I/42 61 lld2. 
(b) Suppose u E C’[O, 1 ] with u(O) = u( 1) = 0. Then 
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Proof. (a) Apply Lemma 1.2 separately to the intervals [0, i] and 
[ $, l] and then piece the results together. 
(b) Follows from the ideas of (a) once we realize that U’ vanishes at 
least once on (0, 1). m 
2. SECOND ORDER SYSTEMS 
In this section we will examine various nonlinear second order systems 
of boundary value problems. Here we will restrict our boundary condition 
B to be either 
(i) y(O)=y(l)=O or 
(ii) y(O) = v’( 1) = 0. 
Our main interest in this paper is in examining problems where our non- 
linear term may be singular at t = 0 and/or t = 1. As a result we will first 
examine singular problems and then extend and improve these results for 
nonsingular problems. Many types of singular boundary value problems of 
the form y” = f( t, y, y’), y E B can be examined; we classify them as follows 
0) f(f, Y, 0) = $(t)Cg(t, Y, o)+h(h Y, ~11 where g, A: i3, 11 x R” x 
R” + R” are continuous, l/It/: [0, l] -+ [0, co) is continuous and Ic/ > 0 
on (0, 1). 
(ii) f(t, y, w) = $(t) g(t, y, o) + h(t, y, o) where g, h, and Ic/ are as 
in (i) 
m) 
in (1: 
f(t, J’, w) = g(t, y, o) + IC/(t) h(t, y, o) where g, h and II/ are as . . 
Remark. At this stage, the assumptions on g and h are the same so that 
(ii) and (iii) appear identical and the coefficient of $ in (i) can be reduced 
to a single function. In the theorems that follow, however, quite distinct 
assumptions will be made on g and h so that (ii) and (iii) will differ and 
the decomposition in (i) will be needed. A similar remark applies to the 
section on higher order equations. 
We begin by examining the second order system 
Y” = Il/(t)Cg(t, Y $1 + h(c Y, ~‘11, O<?<l 
Y(O) = Y( 1) = 0, 
(2.1) 
where II/, g, and h are as above. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose 
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(i) There exists c0nstunt.s P>l, Y>l with l/p+ I/q= 1, 
j-t [$(s)]““ds< cc und Ih(t, J’, o)l <Mjl~l”+ Iwl”) for Odr, /?< l/p unll 
some constant M. 
(ii) With a, hi R, y.g(t, .v,w)~~lI.12+~lyIr, 1 <r < 2, ,fi)r 
(t,y,w)~[O,l]xR”xR” and Ig(t,y,w)ldC(t,y)lol“+D(t,y), where 
C(t, y) and D(t, y) are bounded on bounded sets und 7 = 1 + l/p. 
(a) If a < 0 then (2.1) has at least one solution in W2,2y[0, I] provided 
I4 < 4.f; tits) ds 
(b) If a >O then (2.1) has at least one solution in W2~2y[0, 11. 
Proqf: To prove existence of a solution we apply Theorem 1.1, so it 
remains to show that there exists constants K, and K, independent of I. 
such that ( y( D < K, and I y’( 0 < K, for each solution y to 
Y” = W(t)Cdt, Y, y’) + h(t, y, ~71, o<t<1 
y(O)=y(l)=O 
and 0x1~ 1. 
(a) Now since (/al/z) j; $(s) ds< 1 there exists E >O fixed with 
( Iu~/Tc) j; $(s) ds + &/2rc* < 1. Also y(O) = y( 1) = 0 yields 
i 
I 
y.y”dt< - 
I 
01 ly’l*dt= +‘I)*. (2.2) 
0 
In addition since lab/ 6 (c/2) a2 -I- (b*/2&) we have 
jol IYI $Ih(t, Y, Y’N d$jc; bl*dt+k?]: ICl’lW, Y, y’)l*dt 
<;j; Iyl*dt+; 
I/P 
1; Jh(t, y, y’)12pdt} , 
where K = 1s: [I++(S)]“ ds}‘lq, using Holder’s integral inequality. Now 
Ih(t, y, .v’)12~2~2{ly12a+ Iy’l’“} an so applying Minkowski’s and then d 
Holder’s inequality we obtain 
11 ’ lh(t, Y, y’)12p dr (IY~*“+ ly’12P}Pdt 0 )‘I” 
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since a~ < 1 and &J < 1. Thus 
j; IA tilh(t,.~, Y’)I d$ j1 ,M2dl+$ {lIyI12’+ Il.~/l~“}. (2.3) 
0 
On the other hand Lemma 1.2 parts (b) and (c) together with Holder’s 
inequality (with p = l/(r - 1) > 1) yields 
d I4 j tit 1 dt IIYII IIY’II + Ibl (j 1Cl(f) dr) IlYlIr’211Y’ll”2 (df > d 
(2.4) 
Doting the differential equation preceding (2.2) by y and using (2.2), (2.3), 
and (2.4) gives 
(2.5) 
Now Wirtinger’s inequality with the fact that a, p < 1 and 1 <r < 2 implies 
there exist constants M, and MO such that 11 ~‘11 <MO. In addition since 
y(O) = 0 we have 
409,‘156;1-9 
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using Holder’s inequality. Thus / ~1~ <M, and half of the original claim is 
true. Also there exists constants E and F independent of i such that for 
tE l3,11 
I y”(t)1 d E’)(t) l,v’(t)l’ + Wt). 
Then integration from 0 to 1 using Holder’s inequality yields 
and so for i= 1, . . . . n 
1’ Iv:‘(t)1 dt< ’ Iv”(t)1 dtdQ. 0 5 0 
Since ~~~(O)=y,(l)=o there exists c~E(O, 1) with y:(c,)=O and conse- 
quently I y;(t)1 = Is:., yl’(s) dsl 6 Q f or 
yields Ir’lo<&Q+ 1. 
t E [0, 11. Thus ly,!lo6 Q which 
(b) Taking E = 1 we again have (2.2) and (2.3) becomes 
j; IYI $Ih(t> Y, Y’N dt<; j; IA2dt+~~2{Ily/12”+ IIy’l12”) 
In addition since a > 0, we have y. g( t, y, o) 2 b I yl’ and so (2.4) becomes 
Combining these we obtain 
and so 
(2.6) 
+$(l,‘i(W) Ily’ll’. 
Now proceed as before. 1 
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Remark. We note here that if the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are 
satisfied then (2.1) has at least one solution in C’ [0, 11 n C*(O, 1). To see 
this note Theorem 2.1 implies that (2.1) has a solution y with y’ absolutely 
continuous on [0, l] and y satisfies the differential equation in (2.1) almost 
everywhere. Hence 
y’(t) - Y’(O) = 1; fb, Y(S), Y’(S)) ds. 
Since the integrand is continuous on (0, 1) it follows that 
y E C’[O, l] n C*(O, 1). Similar remarks concerning added smoothness of 
solutions apply to the remaining theorems derived in this paper. 
It is also possible to improve Theorem 2.1 if II/ is singular only at t = 0 
or only at t = 1. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.1 are 
satisfied with y . g( t, y, w) > a 1 yl* + b 1 yl’ replaced by y. g( t, y, co) 3 
a I yl* + b I yl’ + cy . w, where c E R. In addition suppose the following is 
satisfied: 
(iii) Zf c 2 0 assume II/ E C(0, 1 ] with II/ differentiable on (0, l), $’ < 0 
on (0, 1) together with lim,,,+ l/@(e)=0 and lim,,,+ $*(c)/$‘(c)=O 
whereas if c < 0 assume $ E C[O, 1) with II/ differentiable on (0, 1 ), $’ > 0 on 
(0, 1) together with lim,, 1m l/e(~) = 0 and lim, _ ,- +*(E)/+‘(E) = 0. 
(a) Zf a < 0 then (2.1) has at least one solution in W2-2y[0, l] provided 
I4 <n/j:, tits) ds. 
(b) Zf aa0 then (2.1) has at least one solution in W2,2q[0, 11. 
Proof. The proof follows that of Theorem 2.1 once the assertion that 
c j: $y. y’ dt > 0 is established. Consider the case c > 0 (the analysis for 
c < 0 is similar), then for 0 < E < 1 
Now $’ < 0 on (0, 1) implies 
g(c) = -c 5’ t)‘(t) q dt increases as E JO 
E 
so we have lim E _ O+ g(E) 3 0. On the other hand y(0) = 0, 
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and L’Hopital’s rule implies lim,: _ ,) $(E) I J(E)I’ = 0. Consequently 
c 
! 
1: II/y J’ dt 3 0 
and our result follows. 1 
Essentially the same reasoning as the above yields existence results for 
the boundary value problem 
Y” = ~(~)Cd~, Y I”) + 46 y, $11, o<t<1 
(2.7) 
y(0) = y’( 1) = 0. 
THEOREM 2.3 Suppose conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.1 are 
satisfied. 
(a) Zf a 6 0 then (2.7) has at least one solution in FJV’~‘~“[O, l] provided 
Ial< n/(4 jh e(s) ds). 
(b) Zf a>0 then (2.7) has at least one solution in W2’zy[0, 11. 
Proof: (a) Now since (41al/71) j: rj(s) ds< 1 there exists E>O fixed 
with (4 la//n) s: $(s) ds + 2~/7c* < 1. Now the proof follows that of 
Theorem 2.1(a) with the only difference being that we use Lemma 1.2 parts 
(a) and (d) so that (2.5) becomes 
:ll~l12~+lIl.rl1211}+~lly~l12(~~~(fl~~) 
+ 14 (;)“* ll~T(j”~ WW), 
i.e., 
{I-f!$(/;““‘“+$} l,~-‘l,2~~ill?2n+lll.rllln~ 
+ Ibl (;)r’2 ll~~ll’(j-o’ WP) 
and proceed as before. 
(b) The proof follows that of Theorem 2.1 (b) with the only difference 
being that we use Lemma 1.2 parts (a) and (d) so that (2.6) becomes 
+ 14 (5)12 (/; G(t) dr) ll.v’ll’~ 
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i.e., 
f Ily’l12+ $f IIYII’ 
( ) 
~~~2mYl121+ IIY’I12p} 
and proceed as before. 1 
We now turn our attention to problems of the form 
Y” = ‘k(t) gtt, Y? Y’) + h(t, Y, Y’), o<t<1 
(2.8) 
Y(O) = Y( 1) = 0, 
where h, g: [0, l] x R” x R” + R” are continuous, l/$: [0, 1 ] + [0, co) is 
continuous and $ > 0 on (0, 1). 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose 
(i) jh(t, y, o)j <M{jyj”+ jojPj for 06a, /I< 1 and some constant 
M. 
(ii) With a, b E R, y.g(t,y,o)8aly12+blylr, 1<r<2, for 
(t, y, w) E [0, l] x R” x R” and there exists a constant m, 0 <m < 2, with 
J~[I++(~)]~‘(~-~)~s<Go and Ig(t,y,w)l<C(t,y)lolm+D(t, y), where 
C(t, y) and D(t, y) are bounded on bounded sets. 
(a) Zf a<0 then (2.8) has at least one solution in W23P[0, l] provided 
Ial < z/S; It/(s) ds, where p = 2/(2-m). 
(b) If a>0 then (2.8) has at least one solution in Wzvp[O, 11. 
Proof From Theorem 1.1 to prove existence of a solution to (2.8) it 
remains to find constants K,, and K, independent of L such that 1 yl,, < KO 
and I y’l, < K, for each solution y to 
Y” = 4$(t) At, Y, Y’) + h(t, Y, ~‘11, o<t<1 
Yto)=Y(l)=o 
and 0~1,~ 1. 
(a) Now since (lal/n) s; tj(s) ds < 1 there exists E >O fixed with 
(lal/n)~~$(s)ds+~/2rc~<l. Just as in Theorem2.l(a) we have (2.4) as 
before, i.e., 
-A[; 1+9y. g(t, y, y’) dt < f II y’ll’ (Jo* $(t) dt) + lb’ “;f$” dt) II y’ll’. 
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In addition since Iah1 d (~/2) a’ -t (h2/2e) we have 
This together with (2.2) and (2.4) yields 
i.e., 
Thus there exist constants M, and M, such that IIy’jI < M, and /I yll < MO; 
in particular I y( 0 < M, . Also there exists constants E, F, G, and H inde- 
pendent of ;I such that 
I y”(t)1 G W(t)1 y’(t)l” + F+(t) + G I y’(t)l + H. 
Then integration from 0 to 1 using HGlder’s inequality yields 
I ; Iy”(t)l dtdE (j; ,y’,2dt)“‘i’(jo’ [$(t),2’“““dt)‘2 
+F(j; i(tldt)+G(j; ,y’,2dt)“2+H 
(2 ~ ml/2 
d E(M,)” j; [$(t)l”‘-‘“‘dt) 
+F(j$)dt)+GM,+H 
EQ 
m)i.? 
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and so for i= 1, . . . . n, 
s 
1 
Iyl’(t)l dt< 
0 s 
; ly”(t)l dt6Q 
so as before Iy’l,<&Q+ 1. 
(b) Take E= 1. Now since aa0 we have y.g(t, y, o)>blyl’ and 
just as before we obtain 
~~2{/I.Yl12n+ II.Yl12”)+ (q* I4 (j&WW) lIy,ll, . 
Now proceed as before. 1 
Essentially the same reasoning as in Theorem 2.2 establishes 
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose condition (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.4 are satisfied 
with y.g(t, y,w)2aly12+blylr replaced by y . g( t, y, w) > a I yl * + 
b I yl r + cy . w, where c E R. In addition assume condition (iii) of Theorem 2.2 
is satisfied. 
(a) Zfa < 0 then (2.8) has at least one solution in W2’p[0, l] provided 
Ial < n/j; $(s) ds, where p = 2/(2 -m). 
(b) Zf a>0 then (2.8) has at feast one solution in W2*P[0, 11. 
Essentially the same reasoning as the above (except we now use 
Lemma 1.2 parts (a) and (d)) yields existence results for the two point 
boundary value problem 
Y” = ‘h(t) g(t, Y, Y’) + h(t, Y, Y’), o<t<1 
y(0) = y’( 1) = 0. 
(2.9) 
THEOREM 2.6. Suppose conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.4 are 
satisfied. 
(a) Zfa <O then (2.9) has at least one solution in W2’p[0, l] provided 
la1 < n/(4 s: $(s) ds), where p = 2/(2 -m). 
(b) Zf a > 0 then (2.9) has at least one solution in W’,P[O, 11. 
Finally in this section we turn our attention to problems of the form 
Y” = g(t, Y, Y’) + $(t) 46 Y, Y’), o<t<1 
y(O)=y(l)=O. 
(2.10) 
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THEOREM 2.7. Suppose condition (i) of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied. III 
addition assume 
(ii)* With a, h, c, de R, ~.g(t,)‘,cu)3ul~‘12+hlL’lr+~~~,.o+ 
dly.4, l<r<2, jbr (t,y,Ltj)E[O, l]xR”xR” and Ig(t,y,o)/< 
C(t, y) IwJ2 + D(t, y), Mzhere C(t, ~3) and D(t, y) are hounded on bounded 
sets. 
(a) If‘ a<0 and d<O then (2.10) has at least one solution in 
W2.‘Y[0, l] provided la1 + (dlx<7r2. 
(b) If a<0 and da0 then (2.10) has at least one solution in 
W2’2Y[0, 1] provided [al < n’. 
(c) If aa0 and d<O then (2.10) has at least one solution in 
W2’2q[0, l] provided IdI <7-c. 
(d) [f a>0 and da0 then (2.10) has at least one solution in 
w’~‘qo, 11. 
Proof: To prove existence of a solution we apply Theorem 1.1, so it 
remains to show that there exists K0 and K, independent of A such that 
) yl,, < K, and I y’10 < K, for each solution y to 
Y” = iCg(t, Y, Y’) + IC/(t) h(t, Y, Y’JI, o<t<1 
y(0) = y( 1) = 0 
and O<;I< 1 
(a) Now since (Ial + ld)x)/z2 < 1 there exists E >O fixed with 
(ij~jel~.~)/n2 +&/2x2 < 1. Just as in Theorem 2.1(a) we have (2.3) as 
3 .> 
s o’ lyl Il/lh(t, y, y’)l dt<;s,: ly12dr+F {ll~/l~~+ llY’/12’). 
On the other hand since 1: y. y’ dt = 0 we have 
-~“j’~.g(t,1’,4”)dt~lalj’ I~lzdt+Jblji~~~rdt+Id,j’~~l~~‘~dt 
0 0 0 0 
6 I4 II ~11’ +14 II 14 + I4 II YII II ~‘11 
2 Il.Y’l12+ 161 lIN+~ IlY’I12. 72 7c 
This together with (2.2) and (2.3) yields 
> IIy’l12< 
KM2 
7 { IlYl12” + ll.Jfl12~) + 14 IIYII’. 
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Thus there exists constants M, and M0 such that I( $11 CM, and 
I( y/J < M,; in particular I y], < M,. Also there exist constants E, F, G, and 
H independent ‘of J. such that 
Thus integration from 0 to 1 yields for i= 1, . . . . IZ 
j’ Iyl’(t)l dt<j; ly”(t)l dt<EM:+F 
+GM, {j; ii,,,dt}“‘+Hj;: t+b(t)dt=Q 
and consequently Iy’ 1 0 < $Q + 1. 
(b) This follows exactly the argument in (a) once we observe that 
y.g(t, y,0)3aIy12+hIylr+cy.w. 
(c) This follows exactly the argument in (a) once we observe that 
y.g(t, y,0)3bIyl’+cy.w+dly.ol. 
(d) This follows as in (a) once we observe y. g(t, y, w) > bl yl’+ 
cy.0. m 
Essentially the same reasoning as in Theorem 2.7 establishes existence 
results for 
Y” = dt, Y, Y’) + $(t) h(t, y, Y’h o<t<1 
y(0) = y’( 1) = 0. 
(2.11) 
THEOREM 2.8. Suppose condition (i) of Theorem 2.1 and condition (ii)*, 
with c = 0, of Theorem 2.7 are satisfied. 
(a) Zf a<0 and d<O then (2.11) has at least one solution in 
W2~24[0, l] provided 41~1 +21dlx<x2. 
(b) Zf a<0 and da0 then (2.11) has at least one solution in 
W*‘*q[O, 1 ] provided 4 Ial < x2. 
(c) Zf aa0 and d<O then (2.11) has at least one solution in 
W2-2q[0, 1 ] provided 2 IdI < 71. 
(d) Zf a>,0 and da0 then (2.11) has at least one solution in 
W2’2q[O> 11. 
From the above analysis we can immediately obtain existence results for 
nonsingular second order systems (i.e., when II/ = 1 in (2.10) and (2.11)). 
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1"' = g( t, I', I") + h( t, ?', !" 1, O<f61 
(2.12) 
y(O)=J(l)=O, 
where g, h: [0, 1 ] x R” x R” -+ R” are continuous. Now a slight modilica- 
tion of the ideas of Theorems 2.4 and 2.7 immediately yields 
THEOREM 2.9. Suppose condition (i) qf Theorem 2.4 and condition (ii)* 
of Theorem 2.7 are satisfied. 
(a) If ad0 and d60 then (2.12) has a solution in C*[O, 1] provided 
[a( + IdI 7c < z*. 
(b) Zfa60 and d>,O then (2.12) has a solution in C’[O, l] provided 
Ial < 712. 
(c) If a>0 and d60 then (2.12) has a solution in C*[O, l] provided 
IdI <z. 
(d) If a > 0 and d > 0 then (2.12) has a solution in C*[O, 11. 
We have a similar result for 
Y” = At> Y, Y’) + 41, y, y’), O<t<l 
y(0) = y’( 1) = 0. 
(2.13) 
THEOREM 2.10. Suppose condition (i) of Theorem 2.4 and condition (ii)*, 
with c = 0, of Theorem 2.7 are satisfied. 
(a) Zf u Q 0 and d < 0 then (2.13) has a solution in C*[O, 1 ] provided 
4)al +2Idln<n*. 
(b) Zf a60 and d 20 then (2.13) has a solution in C[O, l] provided 
4lal <7c*. 
(c) Zf a>0 and d<O then (2.13) has a solution in C2[0, l] provided 
2jdl <z. 
(d) If a30 and d >O then (2.13) has a solution in C*[O, 11. 
3. HIGHER ORDER EQUATIONS 
Analogous results to those in Section 2 can be obtained for systems of 
higher order equations. For the purposes of this paper we will illustrate 
these generalizations by considering systems of third and fourth order 
equations. 
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THIRD ORDER EQUATIONS 
Here we will allow our boundary condition B to be either 
(i) y(O) = y’(0) = y’( 1) = 0 
(ii) y(i) = y’(O) = v’( 1) = 0 or 
(iii) y(O) = y’(O) = y”( 1) = 0 
Many other boundary conditions (two and three points) could be con- 
sidered; however, nothing is gained by listing and examining all the various 
types of boundary conditions since the analysis is similar in all cases. Once 
again many types of singular third order boundary value problems of the 
form y”’ = f(t, y, y’, y”), 0 -=c t < 1; y E B can be examined; we classify them 
as follows: 
6) f(t, .Y,w,z) = Il/(t)Cg(f, y,o,z) + h(t, y,w,z)l, where g,h: CO, 11 x 
R” x R” x R” -+ R” are continuous, l/t,+: [0, l] + [0, GO) is continuous and 
rl/>O on (0,l) 
(ii) f(t, .Y, w z) = IC/(t) g(f, Y, w, z) + 46 Y, 0, z), where g, h, and Ic/ 
are as in (i) 
(iii) f(& y, w, 2) = At, Y, Q-A z) + ICl(t) h(t, .Y, $, z), where g, h, and II/ 
are as in (i). 
We begin by examining the third order system 
Y”’ = Il/(t)Cg(4 .Y, Y’, y”) + 46 Y, Y’, Y”)l, O<Z<l 
y(0) = y’( 1) = y’(0) = 0. 
(3.1) 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose 
(i) There exist constants p> 1, q> 1 with l/p+ l/q= 1, 
[l)(s)]*” ds < co and Ih(f, Y, QA z)l GM{ I yl” + lulp + IzI”} 
for 0 Q a, j3, o < l/p and some constant M. 
(ii) With a, 6, c E R, o.g(t,y,o,z)~alo12+blolr+clw.yl, 
l<r<2, for (~,~,o,z)E[~,~]xR”~R”~R” and Ig(t,y,o,z)l< 
C(t, y, o) Izly + D(t, y, o), where C(t, y, w) and D(t, y, w) are bounded on 
bounded sets and y = 1 + l/p. 
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(a) 11’ a 60 and c 60 then (3.1 ) has at least one solution in 
W3.zy[0, I] provided ($1~ + laiz) {,“$(t)dt<n’. 
(b) If a < 0 and c > 0 then (3.1) has at least one solution in 
W’~‘4[0, I] provided Ial < n/l:, $(t) dt. 
(c) [f a 2 0 and c 6 0 then (3.1) has at least one solution in 
W’~2y[0, l] provided ICI <2x2/(3 s; $(t) dt). 
(d) Zf a 2 0 and c >, 0 then (3.1) has at least one solution in 
w3qo, 11. 
ProoJ: To prove existence of a solution we apply Theorem 1 .l, so it 
remains to show that there exists constants K,, K,, and K, independent of 
1 such that 1 y10 < Kc,, I y’(, < K, and I y”10 < K, for each solution y to 
Y”’ = 44t)Cg(t, y, y’, Y”) + h(t, y, y’, .$‘)I, O<I<l 
y(0) = y’( 1) = y’(0) = 0 
and 0~1~ 1. 
(a) Now since { 21~1 + Ial n}/(n’ j: t)(t) dt) < 1 there exists E > 0 fixed 
with {;lcl + lal7t)/(n* s: +(t) dt) + &/2n* < 1. Also y’(O) = y’(1) =O yields 
j; y’.y”‘dt= -j; /y”12dt= -IIy”jl*. 
‘In addition (using the ideas of Theorem 2.1 (a)) we have 
i ; IY’I ICI Ih(t> Y, Y’, ~“11 dt 
<;j): Iy’1*dt+E s,’ Ih(t, y, I”, y”)l*W 
UP 
, 
where K= {Jh [t,b(s)]24 ds} ‘ly Now Jh(t, y, y’, y”)l <4M2{Iy12”+ IY’/~~+ . 
Iy”lzu) and so applying Minkowski’s and then Holder’s inequality we 
obtain (just as in Theorem 2.1(a)) 
s o’ IY’I ti Ih(t, Y, Y’, ~“11 dt 
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On the other hand Lemma 1.2 together with HGlder’s integral inequality 
yields 
G I4 (j-l Ii/(t) dt) II ~‘11 II ~“11 +I4 (s,’ $(t) dt) II Y’II”* II Y’T’~ 
0 
+f ([’ WW) {Il~‘ll*+ IIYII IIY”II) 
<;(/; %,W) IWl12+$ lbT([; WW) 
+!+(s,: $W+){-$+-$] IW/12. (3.4)* 
Combining (3.2)*, (3.3)*, and (3.4)* gives 
~IlYl12”+ I/Y’ll*“+ IIY”l12n) 
+;(a Wdf) lly”l12 
+$!(j-‘WW) Il~“ll’+~(~oli(t)dt) IIy”l12, 
{I-;(/; $Wdt)&j(j”; WW)-$} 
Thus there exist constants M,, M,, and MO such that 11 ~“11 <M,, 
II $11 < M,, and llyJI < MO. In addition since y’(O) = 0 and y(O) = 0 we have 
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1 y’l, < M, and / yjO < M, . Also there exist constants independent of ,I such 
that for t E [0, 1 ] 
I y”‘(t)1 6 -q(t) I y’(t)l;’ + F$(t) 
and so integration from 0 to 1 yields for i = 1, . . . . n. 
+FI,‘$(s)ds-Q. 
Consequently ) y” I o < &Q + 1. 
(b) This follows exactly the argument in (a) once we observe that 
w.g(t, y, w,z)>alw12+blwlr. 
(c) As in (a) once we observe w.g(t, y, w,z)~blwl’+clw.y~. 
(d) As in (a) once we observe w.g(t,y, w,z)ah(wjr. 1 
Also we have immediately 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.1 are 
satisfied with w.g(t, y, w,z)8alw~*+hlwl’+c~w~y~ replaced by 
w.g(t, y, w, z)ba~w(*+b)wl’+c~w~yl +dw.z, where dER. In addition 
suppose (iii) of Theorem 2.2 holds with d replacing c. Then the results of 
Theorem 3.1 again hold. 
Proof: A slight modification of the analysis in Theorem 2.2 yields 
d j: $y’ y” dt > 0. Now the proof follows that of Theorem 3.1. 1 
Essentially the same reasoning as the above yields existence results for 
Y”’ = $(t)Cg(c Y, Y’, Y”) + 46 Y, Y’, y”)l, o<t<1 
y( 4) = y’(0) = y’( 1) = 0 
(3.2) 
and 
Y”’ = $(t)Cg(t, Y, Y’, Y”) + h(t, Y, Y’, y”)l, o<t<1 
y(0) = y’(0) = y”( 1) = 0. 
(3.2) 
Now using Corollary 1.3 and Lemma 1.2 we immediately obtain 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.1 are 
satisfied. 
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(a) If ad 0 and c < 0 then (3.2) has a solution in W3’2q[0, 1] provided 
{ (IalPb + ICI > jA ti(t) dt < I-C*. 
(b) Zfa < 0 and c 2 0 then (3.2) has a solution in W3’2q[0, 11 provided 
Ial < Wjh Ii/(t) dt. 
(c) Zf a > 0 and c f 0 then (3.2) has a solution in W3,2q[0, l] provided 
ICI < n’ij:, $(t) dr. 
(d) Zfa>O and c>,O then (3.2) has a solution in W3’2q[0, 11. 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.1 are 
satisfied. 
(a) Zfa < 0 and c < 0 then (3.3) has a solution in W3q2q[0, l] provided 
{4lal77+8IcI} Jkt,G(s)ds<n*. 
(b) Zf a < 0 and c > 0 then (3.3) has a solution in W3’2q[0, 1] provided 
Ial< n/(4 jh W) ds). 
(c) Zf a 2 0 and c 6 0 then (3.3) has a solution in W3’2q[0, I] provided 
I4 <n’/@ f:, Icl(s) ds). 
(d) Ifa> and c>O then (3.3) has a solution in W3’2q[0, 11. 
We now turn our attention to problems of the form 
Y”’ = $(t) At, Y, Y’, Y”) + h(r, Y, Y’. ~'7, o<t<1 
y(0) = y’(0) = y’( 1) = 0. 
(3.4) 
Now a slight modification of the proofs of Theorem 2.4 and 3.1 
immediately ields 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose 
(i) Ih(t,y,w,z)(6M{Iy(“+IwlB+Izlu}forO~G1,S,~<1 andsome 
constant M. 
(ii) With a, b, c E R, w. g(t, y, w, z) > alw12+blwl’ + c]w. yl, 
1 < r < 2, for (t, y, w, z) E [0, l] x R” x R” x R” and there exists a constant 
m, 0 d m < 2, with s,!, [$(s)] 2’(2-m)ds < 00 and Ig(t, y, w, z)l 6 
C(t, y, w) lzlm + D(t, y, w), where C(t, y, w) and D(t, y, w) are bounded on 
bounded sets. 
Then the results of Theorem 3.1 again hold with (3.4) replacing (3.1) and 
W3’2q[0, l] replaced by W3’p[0, 11, where p = 2/(2 - m). 
Similarly we obtain existence results for the boundary value problems 
Y”’ = e(t) At, Y, Y’, Y") + h(t, y, y’, y”), o<t<1 
y( $) = y’(0) = y’( 1) = 0 
(3.5) 
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! -‘I’= Ii/(r) g(t, y, y’, .I.“) + h(t, J’, J’, y”), o<t<1 
y(0) = y'(0) = y"( 1 ) = 0. 
(3.6) 
THEOREM 3.6. Suppose conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.5 are 
satisfied. Then the results of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 hold with (3.5) replacing 
(3.2) and (3.6) replacing (3.3). 
Finally in this third order section we turn our attention to problems of 
the form 
Y”’ = g(& Y, Y’, Y”) + $(I) h(t, Y, y’, y”), o<t<1 
y(0) = y’(0) = y’( 1) = 0. 
(3.7) 
THEOREM 3.7. Suppose condition (i) of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied and in 
addition assume 
(ii)* Witha,b,c,d,eER, M’.g(t,y,w,z)~alw(2+blw(‘+~lw.yl+ 
dw.z+eJw.zl, l<r<2, for (~,~,w,z)E[O,~]XR”~R”XR~ and 
Ig(4 y, w, z)l 6 C(j, y, w) lzl’ + D(t, y, w), where C(t, y, w) and D(t, y, w) 
are bounded on bounded sets. 
(a) If a < 0, c < 0 and e < 0 then (3.7) has at least one solution in 
W3*‘Y[0, l] procided Ial x+ 2 ICI + lel n2 < x3. 
(b) If (i)a<O, c>O, e60, or (ii)a<O, c>O, e>O or (iii)aaO, 
c<O, e<O or (iv)aaO, c-60, e30 or (v)aaO, c>O, e60 or (vi)adO, 
~60, e 20 then (3.7) has at least one solution in W3,2y[0, l] provided 
(i) la/ 7r+ /el 7c2 < 7c3 or (ii) Ial < 7c2 or (iii) 2 ICI + lel z2 < 7r3 or (iv) ICI < 7c3/2 
or (v) (el <n or (vi) Ial Z+ 2 IcI <x3, respectively. 
(c) Zf a 20, c 3 0 and e 3 0 then (3.7) has at least one solution in 
W3JY[O, 11. 
Proof: To prove existence of a solution we apply Theorem 1.1 so it 
remains to show that there exist constants K,, K,, and K, independent of 
L such that I yl, < K,, I y’10 < K, and I y”10 < K, for each solution y to 
Y”’ = jJg(t, Y, Y’, Y”) + Ii/(t) h(t, y, J”, .$‘)I, o<t<1 
y(0) = y’(0) = y’( 1) = 0 
and 0<3.< 1 
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(a) Now since (laj7r+2jcl + lelr~~)/~~< 1 there exists .s>O fixed 
with (lalrr+2lcl + leJrc2)/n3+s/27r2< 1. Just as in Theorem 3.1 we have 
(3.3)* as before,, i.e., 
f ; Ivl$lh(t, Y, Y’, Y”)l dt<; Ily12+~ (llyl12”+ lIy’llZB+ IIy”l120). 
On the other hand since s; y’ . y” dt = 0 we have 
-A f’ Y’ . At, Y, Y’, Y”) dt 
0 
G lal j’ ly’12dt+ Ibl 1’ Iy’l’dt+ ICI j-’ Iv’1 IYI dt 
0 0 0 
+ I4 1: IY’I Iv”1 dt 
G I4 II ~‘11’ + Ibl II ~‘11’ + ICI II Y’II II YII + I4 II Y’II II ~“11 
< s+y+q I/y"l12+Ibllly'll'. 
i 
This together with (3.2)* and (3.3)* yields 
1 M+?!E!+!Lc 
x2 7c3 ?I 27c2 
2KM2 
6- E ~llYll*“+ IIY’llzp+ IIY”l/20) + Id IIY’II’ 
and the result follows as before. m 
Essentially the same reasoning as in Theorem 3.7 establishes existence 
results for 
Y”’ = At, Y’s Y“) + Hf) 46 y, Y’, y”), o<t<1 
y( 4) = y’(0) = y’( 1) = 0 
(3.8) 
and 
Y”’ = dt, Y, Y’, Y”) + $(t) h(t, y, y’, y”), o<r<1 
y(0) = y’(0) = y”( 1) = 0. 
(3.9) 
THEOREM 3.8. Suppose condition (i) of Theorem 3.1 and condition (ii)* 
of Theorem 3.7 are satkfied. 
409/156,‘-IO 
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(a) Jf a < 0, c < 0 and e d 0 then (3.8) has at least one solution in 
W3,y[0, l] provided Ial 7~ + /cl + lel x2 < 7~~. 
(b) IJ‘(i)u<O, ~30, e<O or (ii)adO, c-30, e30 or (iii)a30, 
c<O, e<O or (iv)a30, cd0, e30 or (v)a>O, c>,O, e60 or (vi)a<O, 
c 6 0, e >O then (3.8) has at least one solution in W3Sy[0, l] provided 
(i) Ial 7r + le17r2 < 7c3 or (ii) Ial < 7c2 or (iii) Icl + /el 7r2 < rc3 or (iv) Ic/ < 7r3 or 
(v) lel < 71 or (vi) Ial n + lcl < n3, respectively. 
(c) If a > 0, c 2 0 and e 3 0 then (3.8) has ut least one solution in 
w3,2yo, 11. 
THEOREM 3.9. Suppose condition (i) of Theorem 3.1 and condition (ii)*, 
with d = 0, of Theorem 3.7 are satisfied. 
(a) If a < 0, c 6 0 and e < 0 then (3.9) has at least one solution in 
W3’2y[0, l] provided 4 Ial x+ 8 ICI + 2 lel IK’ < x3. 
(b) If (i)a<O, ~20, e<O or (ii)a,<O, ~30, e>O or (iii)a>O, 
~60, e<O or (iv)a>O, c<O, e>O or (v)a>O, c-20, eQ0 or (vi)a,<O, 
c < 0, e > 0 then (3.9) has at least one solution in W3,2y[0, l] provided 
(i) 4 Ial 7r+ 2 lel rc2 < rc3 or (ii) Ial < 7r2/4 or (iii) 8 ICI + 2lel rc2 < 7c3 or 
(iv) Ic( < 7r3/8 or (v) lel < 7c/2 or (vi) 4 Ial 7~ + 8 ICI < n3, respectively. 
(c) Zf a 2 0, c > 0 and e 2 0 then (3.9) has at least one solution in 
W3JY[0, 11. 
Slight modifications in the ideas of Theorems 3.5 and 3.7 immediately 
yield existence results for nonsingular third order systems (i.e., when II/ E 1 
in (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8)). Consider 
Y”’ = stc Y, Y’, Y”) + htt, y, y’, y”), O<t<l 
y(0) = y’(0) = y’( 1) = 0 
(3.10) 
Y”’ = dt, Y, Y’, Y”) + htt, y, y’, y”), O<t<l 
y( ;, = y’(0) = y’( 1) = 0 
(3.11) 
and 
Y”’ = g(t, Y, Y’, Y”) + htt, Y, Y’, ~“1, Od?d 1 
y(0) = y’(0) = y”( 1) = 0, 
where g, h: [0, 1 ] x R” x R” x R” -+ R” are continuous. 
(3.12) 
THEOREM 3.10. Suppose condition (i) of Theorem 3.5 and condition (ii)* 
of Theorem 3.7 are satisfied. 
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(a) Then the results of Theorem 3.7 again hold with (3.10) replacing 
(3.7) and C3[0, l] replacing W3-2y[0, 11. 
(b) Then the results of Theorem 3.8 again hold with (3.11) replacing 
(3.8) and C3[0, l] replacing W3,2Y[0, 11. 
THEOREM 3.11. Suppose condition (i) of Theorem 3.5 and condition (ii)*, 
with d = 0, of Theorem 3.7 are satisfied. Then the results of Theorem 3.9 
again hold with (3.12) replacing (3.9) and C’[O, l] replacing W3~2y[0, 1). 
FOURTH ORDER EQUATIONS 
We now discuss briefly some systems of fourth order equations. In [lo], 
C. P. Gupta establishes existence results for fourth order scalar problems of 
the form y’” = f (t, y, y’, y”), y E B, where the boundary data B was chosen 
so that yy”‘l A = 0 and y’y” 1 h = 0. Our treatment allows a more general non- 
linear term, in fact it can depend on y”‘, and in addition in our case B is 
chosen so that y”y”‘I A = 0; however, this condition can be relaxed in certain 
situations, for example, suppose y”(0) = 0 and y”‘( 1) = 1, then ,‘,“‘I: = 
y”( 1) < 11 $“/I and as we will see below this is a term we can deal with. 
Because of the different types of boundary data (some of which overlap) 
the results of the two papers are complementary. However, as throughout, 
our main interest will be in examining problems where our nonlinear term 
may be singular at t = 0 and/or t = 1. Many two, three, and four point 
boundary value problems could be examined, however, the analysis is 
similar in all cases, so for brevity we will restrict our discussion to the case 
when B is allowed to be either. 
(i) y(O)=y(l)=y”(O)=y”(l)=O or 
(ii) y(O)=y”(O)=y’(l)=y”‘(l)=O. 
Again we classify our problems as follows 
(i) f(t, Y, w z, s)=IC/(f)Cg(t, Y, w .G s)+h(t, Y, w 2, s)l 
(ii) f(t, Y, w, z, s)= ICl(t) At, y, w, z, s)+h(t, Y, UJ, z, 3) 
(iii) f(t, Y, w z, s)= At, Y, w, 2, s)++(t) 46 Y, ~1, z, ~1, 
where g, h: [0, l] x R” x R” x R” x R” + R” are continuous, l/$: [0, l] + 
[0, co) is continuous and $ > 0 on (0, 1). We remark here that we will just 
sketch the proofs of the remaining theorems since the analysis is similar to 
that given in the previous sections. We begin by examining the two points 
boundary value problem, 
Y'" = Nt)Cg(t, Y, Y', Y", ,"'I + h(t, Y, Y', Y", Y"')], o<t<1 
(3.13) 
y( 0) = y( 1) = y”( 0) = y”( 1) = 0. 
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THEOREM 3.12. Suppose 
(i) There exist constunts p > 1, y> 1 with 11,~ + l/y = 1, 
f; [$(~)]‘~ds<rxl und Ih(t, y, w,z,s)( <M{l~l)“+ IwIp+ lzl”+ 1.~1’) ,fbr 
a, P, 0, T < l/P. 
(ii) With a,b,c,d~R, z.g(t,y,w,~,s)~~~zl~+h~z~~+clz.~vl+ 
dlz.yl, 1 dr<2, for (t,y,w,z,s)E [0, l] x R”x R”xR”x R” and 
Ig(t, y, w,z,s)l dC(t, y, w,z)lsl?+D(t, y, w,z), where C(t, y, w,z) and 
D(t, y, w, z) are bounded on bounded sets and y = 1 + l/p. 
(a) If a<<, c<O and d<O then (3.13) has at least one solution in 
W4v2q[0, l] provided (/aIn*+ $Icl~+2Idl} s: $(t) dt <7r3. 
(b) Zf a > 0, c > 0 and d 2 0 then (3.13) has at least one solution in 
w4’*yo, 11. 
Remark. There are obvious results also for the other combination of 
signs of CI, c, and d. 
Proof: To prove existence of a solution we apply Theorem 1.1, so it 
remains to show that there exist constants K,, K,, K2, and K3 independent 
of i such that Iylo<KO, Iy’l,<K,, Iy”10<K2, and Iy”‘i0<K3 for each 
solution y to 
Y” = Q(t)Cg(t, Y, Y’, Y”, Y”‘) + h(t, Y, y’, Y”, y”‘)l, o<t<1 
y(0) = y( 1) = y”(0) = y”( 1) = 0 
and O<A<l. 
(a) Now there exists E>O fixed with ({Ja17C2+~IcI~+21dl}/x3) 
j: t)(t) dt + &/2n2 < 1. Also we have 
Y".~"& -s,' Iy"'12dt= -I/y”‘//2. (3.14) 
In addition Minkowski’s and Holder’s inequality implies 
I : I Y”I ti 146 Y, Y’, Y”, ~“‘11 dt 
4KM2 
<; I/y”l12+- E {Ilyl12”+ Ily’l12”+ /IY”l12”+ I/Y”‘l12r)~ (3.15) 
where K= {JA C@(s)]‘” ds}‘i2q. On the other hand Corollary 1.3 yields 
-2 j”’ $Y”. dt, Y, Y’, Y”, Y”‘) dt 
0 
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< 
i 
Ial /I y”/I 11 y”‘II + 161 I,ynllr/z IIyT2 +T [II Y”l12 + II Y’ll II Y”‘II 1 
+ y [II Y’ll II Y”ll + II Y”‘I/ II Yll I} f IC/(t) d
<{;+!$[$+$I+$+$]} IIYT~~ Il/(t)dt 
(3.16) 
Combining (3.14), (3.15), and (3.16) gives 
4KM2 
< -y { IlyllZa+ Ily’l12”+ IIY”I120+ IIY”‘l12*) +$ IWlI’( $(t)dt 
and the result follows as before. 1 
THEOREM 3.13. Suppose conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.12 are 
satisfied with z.g(t, y, w,z,s)>alz12+blzl +clz.wl +dlz.yl replaced by 
z.g(t, y,w,z,s)~a~z~~+b~z~+c~z~w~+d~z~y~+ez~s, where eER. In 
addition suppose (iii) of Theorem 2.2 holds with e replacing c. Then the 
results of Theorem 3.12 again hald. 
Essentially the same reasoning as the above yields existence results for 
Y'I' = $(t)Cg(t, Y, Y', Y". y"') + h(t, y, Y', Y", y")l, o<t<1 
(3.17) 
y(0) = y”(0) = y’( 1) = y”‘( 1) = 0. 
THEOREM 3.14. Suppose conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.12 are 
satisfied. 
(a) If a<O, c<O and d<O then (3.17) has at least one solution in 
W4’2q[0, l] provided {41alx2+4(cIx+ 16ldl) JhIC/(t)dt<n3. 
(b) Zf a>O, c>O and da0 then (3.17) has at least one solution in 
w4.2q[o, 11. 
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Remark. There are obvious results also for the other combinations of 
signs of a, C, and d. 
We now turn our attention to problems of the form 
y’l’ = l//(t) g(t, y, y’, y”‘) + h( t, !‘, I”, “‘3 .I”” 1, o<t<1 
(3.18) 
y(o)=y(l)=y”(o)=y”(l)=o 
and 
y”’ = $(t) g(t, y, y’, y”‘) + h(t, y, y’, Y”, y”‘L O<f<l 
(3.19) 
y(0) = y”(0) = y’( 1) = y”‘( 1) = 0. 
Now a slight modification of the above proof and that of Theorem 2.4 
immediately ields 
THEOREM 3.15. Suppose 
(i) Ih(t,y,w,z,s)l6M{Iyl"+lwlS+lzld+l~IT}forO~~,P,~,~~1 
and some constant M. 
(ii) With a, 6, c, d E R, z.g(t,y,w,s)da1~1~+blzl’+clz.wl i- 
d(z.yJ, l<rr22, for (t,y,w,z, S)E [0, I] x R”x R”xR”x R” and there 
exists a constant m, O<m<2, with s; [~,Qs)]‘~‘~~““ds<: CC and 
Id& Y, w, z, ~11 <CC& y, w, s)l” + Qt, y, uJ, s), where C(t, y, w, s) and 
D(t, y, w, s) are bounded on bounded sets. 
(a) The results of Theorem 3.12 again hold with (3.18) replacing (3.13) 
and W4’2y[0, 1 ] replaced by W4, “[O, 1 ] when p = 2/(2 - m). 
(b) The results of Theorem 3.14 again hold with (3.19) replacing (3.17) 
and W4’2q[0, l] replaced by W4”‘[0, 11. 
Finally we turn our attention to problems of the form 
y” = g(t, Y, y’, y”, Y”‘) + 4(t) h(t, Y, y’, y”, Y”‘), o<t<1 
(3.20) 
y(0) = y( 1) = y”(0) = y”( 1) = 0. 
Then a slight modification of the above proofs and that of Theorem 3.7 
immediately ield 
THEOREM 3.16. Suppose condition (i) of Theorem 3.12 is satisfied and in 
addition assume 
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(ii*) With a, b, c, d, e, f E R, z.g(t, y, w,z,s) > alzl’+ blzl’+ 
clz.wl+dlz.yl+ez.s+flz.sl, 16r<2for (t,y,w,z,s)~[O,l]xR”x 
R”xR”xR” and (g(t,y,w,z,s)(QC(t,y,w,~)(sl~+D(t,y,w,z), where 
C( t, y, w, z) and D( t, y, w, z) are bounded on bounded sets. 
(a) If a < 0, c < 0, d < 0 and f < 0 then (3.20) has at least one solution 
in w4yo, l] p rouided Ial rt* + 2 ICI x+ 2 IdI + IfI x3 < x4. 
(b) If a > 0, c > 0, d > 0 and f > 0 then (3.20) has at least one solution 
in W4,2y[0, 11. 
Remark. There are obvious results also for the other combinations of 
signs of a, c, d, and f: In addition we have existence results for 
y’” = g(t, y, y’, y”, y”‘)++(t) h(t, Y, Y’, Y”, Y”‘), o<t<1 
(3.21) 
y(0) = y”(0) = y’( 1) = y”‘( 1) = 0. 
THEOREM 3.17. Suppose condition (i) of Theorem 3.12 and condition 
(ii)*, with e = 0, of Theorem 3.16 are satisfied. 
(a) If a<O, c<O, d<O andf ,<O then (3.21) has at least one solution 
in W4*2y[0, l] provided41a17t2+81clz+ 16ldl +21fln3<z4. 
(b) Zf a 2 0, c 2 0, d > 0 and f > 0 then (3.21) has at least one solution 
in W”,‘“[O, 11. 
Slight modifications in the above proof yield existence results for non- 
singular fourth order systems (i.e., when II/ = 1 in (3.20) and (3.21)). 
Consider 
Y’” = g(t, Y, Y’, y”, y”‘) + h(t, y, y’, y”, y”‘), O<t<l 
y(0) = y( 1) = y”(0) = y”( 1) = 0 
(3.22) 
and 
Y’” = At, Y, Y’, Y”, Y”‘) + h(t, y, y’, y”, y”‘), O<t<l 
y(0) = y”(0) = y’( 1) = y”‘( 1) = 0, 
(3.23) 
where g, h: [0, 1 ] x R” x R” x R” x R” + R” are continuous. 
THEOREM 3.18. Suppose condition (i) of Theorem 3.15 and condition (ii)* 
of Theorem 3.16 are satisfied. Then the results of Theorem 3.16 again hold 
with (3.22) replacing (3.20) and C4[0, l] replacing W4*2y[0, 11. 
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THEOREM 3.19. Suppose condition (i) of’ Theorem 3.15 and condition 
(ii)*, with e = 0, of Theorem 3.16 are satkfied. Then the results of 
Theorem 3.17 again hold with (3.23) replacing (3.21) und C”[O, 11 replacing 
w4yo, 11. 
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